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Abstract

During placentation a direct connection between genetically dissimilar individuals is established,
referred to as the immunological paradox of pregnancy. Why the placenta is tolerated was explored
in Poeciliidae. As dramatic plasticity of the immune system throughout evolution is present in this
family. Previous research suggests Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes to have adaptive
significance in the evolution of this maternal-foetal interaction. By method of orthology prediction
and phylogenetic reconstruction, classical MHC class I UBA and class II DAB and DAA were identified
in both lecithotrophic and placentotrophic species. There was no evidence suggesting large
modifications in the MHC genes underly placentation. The results do not exclude the possibility of
accelerated evolution. Quantifying the evolutionary rate at a molecular level can give further insight.
This report revealed MHC genes are difficult to identify and characterize despite the availability of
genomic assemblies of reasonable quality.
Keywords; Poeciliidae, Major histocompatibility complex (MHC), placentotrophy, immunology,
phylogeny, genomics

Introduction

Throughout evolution viviparity has independently evolved in over 150 vertebrate lineages
(Blackburn, 2015). Viviparity is also referred to as live-bearing reproduction, and is defined as the
retention of developing embryos followed by live birthing (Roberts et al., 2016). Moreover, the
mode of nutrient provisioning to the embryo is markedly diverse in viviparous species. Embryos can
receive nutrients solely from their own yolk, known as lecithotrophy. Alternatively, all other extravitelline modes of nutrient provisioning are summarized under matrotrophy. Of several mechanisms
the most elaborate form of matrotrophy is known as placentotrophy, or the development of a
placenta (Ostrovsky et al., 2016).
The original definition of placenta was coined by Mossman, who characterizes the placenta
as an intimate apposition or fusion of maternal and foetal tissues for sustenance and physiological
exchange (Burton & Jauniaux, 2015). Placentae, by this definition, have arisen multiple times within
various classes of vertebrates (Roberts et al., 2016). The best studied placenta is that of placental
mammals. There are several model animals that allow extensive research on the biological
functioning of the mammalian placenta. Though mammalian placentation shares a single
evolutionary origin, there are other origins of placentation. For example within the order of
Squamata and the infraclass of Teleostei (Roberts et al., 2016; Weekes, 1935). In Squamata the
largest number of independent origins of placentation has been found. In some squamate lineages,
placentation has evolved relatively recently. An interesting example is that of Zootoca vivipara, of
which both oviparous and viviparous populations have been discovered (Griffith & Wagner, 2017). In
Teleostei the degree of matrotrophy varies (Griffith & Wagner, 2017). The independent evolution of
placentation in a variety of lineages raises the question whether convergent evolution observed on a
phenotypical level extends to similarities on a molecular level.
The transition from lecithotrophy to matrotrophy, and eventually placentotrophy requires a
shift in the immune response. Parent and foetus are genetically dissimilar and thus immunologically
incompatible (Griffith & Wagner, 2017). The vertebrate placenta is composed of foetal tissue, yet
during pregnancy allogeneic foetal tissue escapes rejection from the pregnant parents’ immune
system. This phenomenon has been denoted the immunological paradox of pregnancy. The
evolution of a direct connection between genetically dissimilar individuals established during
placentation, necessitates immunological adjustments that steer the immune response from
immunogenic to tolerogenic (Moffett et al., 2017). Unfortunately, molecular mechanisms underlying
the tolerogenic immune response required for the evolution of the placenta have yet to be
elucidated.
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes are an integral part of the immune system in
all vertebrates. They are involved in both innate and adaptive immunity and play an essential role in
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antigen processing and presentation. MHC molecules are divided into two subclasses: I and II. Each
class contains classical and non-classical molecules. Classical class I molecules are present in all cells
and present cytosol derived peptides to CD8+ T cells and natural killer (NK) cells. Non-classical class I
molecules most notably mediate NK cell activity. Classical class II molecules are present in antigenpresenting cells and present endosomal compartment derived peptides to CD4+ T. Non-classical
class II molecules most notably aid peptide loading of classical class II molecules (Kumánovics et al.,
2003). All classical MHC genes possess three domains that are likely to be of different evolutionary
origin (Figure 1)(Klein & O’hUigin, 1993). The three domains are a peptide binding domain (PBD), an
Ig-like domain (ILD) and a transmembrane region (TMR). With the PBD being the most variable
across species. Classical class I molecules are comprised of two chains. An α and a β2-microglobulin
chain of which only the α chain is produced by MHC genes. The α chain has three extracellular
domains and a TMR. Domain α1 and α2 form the PBD, domain α3 forms the ILD. Classical class II is
comprised of two membrane-spanning chains produced by MHC genes, α and β. Both consist of two
domains and a TMR. Domain α1 and β1 form the PBD and domain α2 and β2 form the ILD.

Figure 1; Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II molecules. PBD, protein binding domain;
ILD, immunoglobulin like domain; TMR, trans-membrane region; β2-microglobulin.

In mammals the genetic regions that contain MHC class I and class II genes are closely linked.
Throughout evolution the structure has been remarkably well-conserved (Kumánovics et al., 2003).
In contrast, Teleostei MHC organization deviates from that of other vertebrates. The class I and class
II genetic regions are not linked, and in various species an MHC organization that strikingly deviates
from that of mammals has been discovered (Grimholt, 2016). Though all vertebrates possess an
MHC based graft-rejection mechanism, the variation observed withing Teleostei is remarkable. Why
the placenta is tolerated is especially relevant in Teleostei, considering the dramatic plasticity of the
immune system throughout evolution in this group. For example, within both seahorses and pipefish
of the Teleostei family Syngnathiformes, males as opposed to females possess brooding structures.
Embryos receive paternally-derived nutrients (Ripley & Foran, 2009). The evolution of placentation
in this order of ray-finned fish has been linked to rearrangements of the MHC II pathway (Roth et al.,
2020). Though not linked to placentation, another remarkable example of plasticity of the MHC
region is that of Gadus morhua. In which a highly unusual complete disappearance of MHC II genes
was discovered which typically is expected to lead to severe illness. However, Gadus morhua seems
to have compensated by adapting other immune mechanisms. For example; MHC I genes have
expanded by tenfold compared to other vertebrates (Wigmore, 2011).
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Findings like the afore mentioned suggest MHC genes to have adaptive significance in
relation to maternal-foetal interactions. To gain understanding, the family of Poeciliidae may provide
an insightful model. Firstly; within Poeciliidae placentation has evolved independently at least nine
times, and placental structures have been lost and regained throughout evolution (van Kruistum et
al., 2021). The genus contains both lecithotrophic and placentotrophic species amongst which the
degree of placentation varies. Consequentially, the family of Poeciliidae is a fitting model to explore
structural variation in the MHC genomic region between lecithotrophic and placentotrophic species.
To answer the question if large genomic changes occurred regarding the MHC, in species with a
placenta as compared to those without.
Current research in Poeciliidae focusses on either exploring hypotheses for the evolution of
the placenta or on physiological examination of the placenta itself (Furness et al., 2019; Furness,
Avise, et al., 2021). However, there is a lack of research in the genomic field exploring what genes
and gene organization underly placentation. Though the MHC seems to be a promising lead, it has
not yet been explored. It is unknown what genetic changes occurred in MHC genes throughout
evolution and if these changes can be linked back to placentation. The lack of insight into molecular
mechanisms underlying placentation impedes further exploration of hypotheses for the evolution of
placentation. As such identification and characterization of poecilid MHC can contribute to further
research on the topic.
This thesis aims to identify and characterize MHC genes in both placentotrophic and
lecithotrophic species of the family Poeciliidae, and to infer their phylogenetic relationship to
provide a basis for further work on the independent evolution of placentation. This thesis intends to
be a first step to ultimately elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying the evolution of the
vertebrate placenta.

Materials and methods

The extent of nutrient provisioning during gestation is a spectrum, with on one end no provisioning;
lecithotrophy, and on the other end extensive provisioning; placentotrophy. The position of a
species on this spectrum is indicated using the matrotrophy index (MI) (Reznick et al., 2002). The MI
is a measure for maternal provisioning post-fertilization and used as a proxy for placental
complexity. It is calculated by dividing the dry mass of offspring at birth by the dry mass of eggs at
fertilization. In completely lecithotrophic species the dry mass of the embryo is approximately 6070% of the dry mass of the egg at fertilization (Reznick et al., 2002). This report includes five species
from the Poeciliidae family with varying MI values (Table 1). P. retropinna is a species well known to
be placentotrophic with a complex placenta (Furness, Hagmayer, et al., 2021). P. gracilis, P.
reticulata, P. turrubarensis and X. maculatus and are non-placental species. However P.
turrubarensis has an MI around 1, implying some post-fertilization nutrient provisioning (Reznick et
al., 2002).
Table 1; Values for the matrotrophy index, a proxy for maternal post-fertilization nutrient provisioning in
various species of the Poeciliidae family.

Species
P. retropinna

Matrotrophy index
117

P. gracilis
P. reticulata
P. turrubarensis
X. maculatus

0.84
0.66
1.05
0.85
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Reference
(Furness, Hagmayer, et al.,
2021)
(Olivera-Tlahuel et al., 2015)
(Olivera-Tlahuel et al., 2015)
(Olivera-Tlahuel et al., 2015)
(Pollux et al., 2014)

As a reference species Oryzias latipes was used. O. latipes is an egg-laying fish that belongs to the
order of Cyprinodontiformes. The genome annotation and assembly for O. latipes are of notable
completeness and accuracy. Additionally, O. latipes is closely related to Poeciliidae and is therefore
fit to be used as reference. Firstly, the classical MHC class I gene Orla-UBA was used as a reference.
Secondly the classical MHC class II genes Orla-DAB and Orla-DAA were used as a reference. With
Orla-DAA coding for the α chain and Orla-DAB coding for the β chain of the MHC (Kuroda et al.,
2002). In O. latipes Orla-DAB and Orla-DAA are linked (Bannai & Nonaka, 2013).
To root the tree, two recent common ancestors of all previously mentioned species were
included. In both Salmo salar and Gasterosteus aculeatus MHC class I and class II genes have been
reasonably well identified and characterized. With the MHC genes in S. salar being among the first
characterized in fish. Considering the unambiguous annotation of MHC genes these species were
suitable to root the phylogeny.
This report used genomes of P. gracilis, P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis as assembled and
annotated by Henri van Kruistum (Van Kruistum et al., 2020). Additionally it used publicly available
genomes of G. aculeatus, O. latipes, P. reticulata, S. salar and X. maculatus accessible through online
Ensembl (Howe et al., 2021).

Orthology prediction
Reference protein sequences of O. latipes, classical MHC class I and class II genes, were aligned using
the BLASTp (protein-to-protein sequence) program on default settings. BLAST is a tool that finds
regions of similarity between sequences (Boratyn et al., 2019). The tool offers different types of
BLASTs; the query sequence and database sequences can either be nucleotide or protein sequences.
If available, protein sequences are preferable as these are more conserved between species
compared to nucleotide sequences. Nucleotide sequences do not consider that some nucleotide
changes can be (non)synonymous resulting in alignment gaps in inaccurate places (Boratyn et al.,
2019). Using nucleotide sequences can be advantageous if protein sequences are highly similar. This
can happen if you are comparing sequences from individuals of the same species for example.
Nucleotide sequences can also be used if annotation is unavailable or of poor quality.

Multiple sequence alignment

The identified sequences were imported into MEGA, a user-friendly software that offers multiple
methods for sequence analysis and phylogenetic analysis (Kumar et al., 2018). MEGA offers two
algorithms for multiple sequence alignment (MSA); CLUSTALW and MUSCLE. The average alignment
accuracy of both algorithms is highly similar but for large quantities of data MUSCLE is faster.
However CLUSTALW is more commonly used and therefore combines better with other alignment
tools (Edgar, 2004). As this report does not use large quantities of data CLUSTALW was used.
CLUSTALW was used on default settings to identify common sequence patterns and motifs amongst
gene candidates (Larkin et al., 2007).
Where necessary, further distinction between classical and non-classical gene candidates
was made in a pragmatic manner based on sequence (dis)similarity in regions that are highly
conserved between G. aculeatus, S. salar and O. latipes. Furthermore, the GUIDANCE web-server
was used to evaluate the accuracy of the MSA (Sela et al., 2015). GUIDANCE assigns a confidence
score to each column of the MSA based on the robustness of an alignment to guide tree uncertainty.
There is something to say both for and against this method. There is a ‘delicate’ balance between
filtering noise and losing evolutionary information in filtering unreliable aligned positions based on a
confidence score. GUIDANCE filtering has shown to be a powerful tool in phylogenetic
reconstruction, as such it was applied. Columns below a confidence score of 0.93 were removed,
removing gaps and ambiguous positions. The obtained MSA was used for phylogenetic
reconstruction.
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Phylogenetic reconstruction

Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the maximum likelihood method. This method requires
an empirical model of amino acid replacement. This report used the WAG model, a model that
outperforms two of the most common empirical models; the Dayhoff and the Jones-Taylor-Thornton
model (Whelan & Goldman, 2001). The maximum likelihood method has advantages over other
methods like maximum parsimony and distance. Namely, maximum likelihood is more robust,
statistically well founded, and outperforms alternative methods. Maximum likelihood infers a
phylogeny by evaluating the probability that an evolutionary model produced the observed
sequences (Whelan & Morrison, 2017). Tree topologies were supported by bootstrap with 500
replicates. Each gene tree was rooted with orthologous genes from S. salar and G. aculeatus.

Results

Classical MHC class I

A BLASTp search for Orla-UBA produced coherent results for P. reticulata, P. retropinna, P.
turrubarensis, and X. maculatus. Using InterProScan and tmpred the candidates obtained from the
BLASTp were reduced to top candidates for MHC class I UBA (Table 2).
Each gene was designated according to the MHC nomenclature (Klein et al., 1990). Each
gene consists of three letters. The first letter refers to the lineage, in this case the identified genes
belong to the U lineage. The second letter refers to the family. It was not possible to assign
orthology due to the presence of multiple homologs within each species. As it was not possible to
designate family, an asterisk was used. Lastly third letter refers to either the α or β chain encoding
loci, in the case of class I this is always A. Within the included species multiple loci were identified
which are designated by a number that follows the U*A name. The MHC nomenclature system uses
four letter abbreviations of the species’ scientific name in front of the three letters. However for
clarity reasons this report will use full scientific names.
Gene organization in the family Poeciliidae follows a similar pattern to organization in O.
latipes (Figure 2). However, several independent duplications occurred later in evolution. Gene
candidates for P. retropinna cluster with candidates for P. turrubarensis. P. reticulata branches of
earlier than most X. maculatus candidates do.
The genome of P. gracilis was annotated without RNA-seq data and therefore of inferior
quality. RNA-seq is an important tool in establishing the authenticity of predicted genes (Boratyn et
al., 2019). Additionally, because RNA-seq can capture all transcripts expressed in a cell, it is helpful in
detecting novel genes. Though BLASTp does provide two hits, both have a low sequence similarity to
UBA compared to gene candidates from other species. In the phylogenetic reconstruction for UBA
they fall outside the tree. It is likely that these annotated genes are something else as opposed to
classical MHC class I genes. A tBLASTn (protein query to translated nucleotide database) was used to
further explore the P. gracilis genome assembly. However, the tBLASTn only return hits that fall
within the annotated genes as identified by the BLASTp. The tBLASTn did not uncover other regions
that may contain MHC class I genes.
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Table 2; Gene candidates for classical MHC class I UBA. Retrieved from BLASTp with query; Orla-UBA. Gene names
are denoted as U*A followed by a number. Indicating that these candidates belong to U lineage, undesignated
family, α chain encoding loci. Different loci were designated by numbers from 1-5.

Gene
Poeciliopsis retropinna-U*A1

Accession number
PRET1_00026832-RA

Poeciliopsis retropinna-U*A2

PRET1_00026817-RA

Poeciliopsis turrubarensisU*A1
Poeciliopsis turrubarensisU*A2
Poecilia reticulata-U*A1
Poecilia reticulata-U*A2
Xiphophorus maculatus-U*A1
Xiphophorus maculatus-U*A2
Xiphophorus maculatus-U*A3
Xiphophorus maculatus-U*A4
Xiphophorus maculatusU*A5

PTUR1 00022636-RA
PTUR1_00022522-RA
ENSPRET00000003661
ENSPRET00000006509
ENSXMAG00000014655
ENSXMAG00000005036
ENSXMAG00000024529
ENSXMAG00000022948
ENSXMAG00000022363

Location
Scf. 60
Length 63572
Scf. 59
Length
126880
Scf. 467
Length 39925
Scf. 328
Length 79228
Chr. 11
Chr. 11
Chr. 13
Chr. 13
Chr. 13
Chr. 13
Chr. 13

Bp.
17381-30878
28072-32204

22850-36901
22218-74227
25588101-25593064
25596795-25606581
12088877-12105638
12181088-12220477
12254751-12262090
12264794-12278761
12137774-12182095

Figure 2: Phylogenetic tree of class I MHC genes based on amino acid sequences of the annotated gene candidates.
The tree is rooted on Salmo salar. The tree was constructed by the maximum-likelihood method with 500 bootstrap
replicates. In the cases of Poecilia reticulata, Xiphophorus maculatus, Poeciliopsis retropinna and Poeciliopsis
turrubarensis gene candidates are denoted as U*A followed by a number. Indicating that these candidates belong
to U lineage, undesignated family, α chain encoding loci. To distinguish gene candidates, numbers from 1-5 were
used. Branch length is a measure of dissimilarity.
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Classical MHC class II
DAA

A BLASTp search for Orla-DAA produced coherent results for P. retropinna, P. turrubarensis, P.
reticulata and X. maculatus. Important to note is that the BLASTp for DAA resulted in a significantly
shorter list of hits compared to the BLASTp for UBA. Using InterProScan and TMPred the candidates
obtained from the BLASTp were reduced to the top candidates for classical MHC class II DAA (Table
3). Within each species, a singular gene stood out as a plausible ortholog for DAA.
In the phylogeny P. maculatus and P. turrubarensis cluster together. Additionally, P.
reticulata and P. retropinna cluster together (Figure 3). The orthologue found in P. turrubarensis is
notably less similar compared to the other sequences.
Table 3; Gene candidates for MHC class II DAA. Retrieved from BLASTp with query; Orla-DAA. These candidates refer
to D lineage, A family, α chain encoding loci.

Gene
Poeciliopsis retropinna-DAA

Accession number
PRET1_00025947-RA

Poeciliopsis turrubarensisDAA
Poecilia reticulata-DAA
Xiphophorus maculatus-DAA

PTUR1 00025251-RA
ENSPRET00000012169.1
ENSXMAT00000037283.1

Location
Scf. 43
Length 2039285
Scf. 4167
Length 3794
Chr. 18
Chr. 14

Bp.
1889284-1892161
617-2030
7022449-7025225
20329944-20337854

Figure 3: Phylogenetic tree of class II MHC, α chain encoding genes based on amino acid sequences of the annotated
gene candidates. The tree is rooted on Salmo salar. The tree was constructed by the maximum-likelihood method
with 500 bootstrap replicates. Branch length is a measure for dissimilarity.

DAB

A BLASTp search for Orla-DAB produced coherent results for P. retropinna, P. reticulata and X.
maculatus. Important to note is that the BLASTp for DAB resulted in a significantly shorter list of hits
compared to the BLASTp for UBA. Using InterProScan and TMPred the candidates obtained from the
BLASTp were reduced to the top candidates for MHC class II DAA (Table 4). Within each species, a
single gene stood out as a plausible ortholog for DAA.
In P. turrubarensis a top candidate was identified, however this candidate is only 182 amino
acids in length. Whereas Orla-DAB is 420 amino acids in length. This top candidate does not include
half of the ILD and the complete TMR. Browsing the genome reveals that at the location where the
PBD and ILD would be expected, a microsatellite of approximately 150bp. in length in length.
In the phylogeny P. maculatus and P. retropinna cluster together and P. reticulata branches
of earlier (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Phylogenetic tree of class II MHC, β chain encoding genes based on amino acid sequences of the annotated
gene candidates. The tree is rooted on Salmo salar. The tree was constructed by the maximum-likelihood method
with 500 bootstrap replicates. Branch length is a measure of dissimilarity.

Table 4; Gene candidates for MHC class II DAB. Retrieved from BLASTp with query; Orla-DAB. These candidates refer
to D lineage, A family, β chain encoding loci.

Gene
Poeciliopsis retropinna-DAB
Poeciliopsis turrubarensis-DAB
Poecilia reticulata-DAB
Xiphophorus maculatus-DAB

Accession number
PRET1_00025948-RA

Location
Scf. 43
Length 2039285
PTUR1 00024158-RA
Scf. 3988
Length 4006
ENSPRET00000012213.1 Chr. 18
ENSXMAT00000030857.1 Chr. 14

Discussion

Bp.
1892760-1897118
274-2506
7025440-7033668
20334132-20337854

The MHC class I presents an example of a dynamic but not too complex gene family. The MHC class I
genes cluster in a manner that is roughly in line with established species phylogeny (van Kruistum et
al., 2021). Though gene organization is similar to that in O. latipes, the phylogeny still shows multiple
recent duplications. The results from this report attest to the dynamic nature of the MHC class I in
Teleostei. By contrast, class II appears to be a less complex, less dynamic gene family. According to
the species-level phylogeny, of all the species P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis share the most
recent common ancestor (MRCA). The next common ancestor is shared between P. retropinna, P.
turrubarensis and X. maculatus. P. reticulata shares the oldest common ancestor with the other
three species. (van Kruistum et al., 2021)(Figure 5).
If the gene tree follows the species three P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis would be
expected to cluster together. The first to branch of would-be X. maculatus, followed by P. reticulata,
O. latipes, and G. aculeatus. With the least related, S. salar, rooting the tree. The phylogeny for DAB
follows the relatedness structure from the species-level phylogeny, that of DAA does not. Namely P.
turrubarensis does not cluster with P. retropinna but branches of before P. reticulata does. The
branch length of P. turrubarensis, shows this sequence is highly dissimilar from the other Poeciliidae.
Because this report was unable to identify DAB in P. turrubarensis it is unclear if this deviating
phylogeny structure also persists for the DAB genes. Because the genome for P. turrubarensis
showed lower sequence contiguity it would be of interest to produce a better-quality genome with
high sequence contiguity and to revaluate these findings. As P. turrubarensis is a non-placental
species for which the MI implies some extent of post fertilization nutrient provisioning, it would be
interesting to further explore the link with a more polymorph classical MHC class II. There may be a
distinction in evolution of immunological changes underlying placental vs non-placental post
fertilization nutrient provisioning.
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Figure 5; Molecular phylogeny of investigated species. The colours of the branches represent the natural
logarithm of the Matrotrophy Index (MI), either the observed MI for terminal branches or the estimated
MI as determined by ancestral trait reconstruction. Reprinted from “Parallel Genomic Changes Drive
Repeated Evolution of Placentas in Live-Bearing Fish” by H. van Kruistum, R. Nijland, D. N. Reznick,
M.A.M. Groenen, H. Megens and B.J.A. Pollux, 2021, Molecular Biology and Evolution, Volume 38, Issue
6, Pages 2627–2638.

Polymorphism in MHC class II α genes is in contrast with what is currently known about classical
MHC class II α and β genes in humans. Namely in humans the majority of the polymorphism of
classical class II is concentrated in the β gene (Xiong & Xu, 2014). However, the results are not in
contrast with findings in S. salar and Salvelinus alpinus. In S. alpinus high levels of polymorphism
have been found for the DAA locus and in S. salar polymorphism is similarly extensive for DAA and
DAB (Yamaguchi & Dijkstra, 2019). In these species polymorphism is maintained in both the α and β
gene. It is hypothesized that polymorphism is maintained in both genes to compensate for the
simplified immune response. A high level of polymorphism increases variability, allowing the
immune system to respond to a wider array of antigens (Yamaguchi & Dijkstra, 2019).
However, besides P. turrubarensis no unexpected results were produced. This report did not
find any evidence suggesting a difference in MHC class II complexity between species non-placental
species and the placental species P. retropinna. Much less do the results suggest loss of MHC class II
complexity. From the results there is no reason to believe that further investigating the role MHC
class II complexity in placentation will prove fruitful.

Multiple UBA candidates

It proved to be difficult to determine orthology for UBA. One explanation for this may be the
presence of a second classical class I gene from the U lineage. In O. latipes two classical genes are
present, namely UBA and UAA. Orla-UBA and -UAA seem to have arisen from a recent gene
9

duplication within the O. latipes lineage. Naruse et al. (2000) suggest a gene duplication in
Acanthopterigii. In the phylogeny UBA and UAA cluster together, this result is in line with the
hypothesis of a gene duplication O. latipes. It is unclear if both classical class I genes are similarly
present in other closely related Teleostei. In Oncorhynchus mykiss both UBA and UAA have been
identified, however UAA is denoted as a non-classical gene (Shum et al., 1999). In fact, because the
UAA molecule shows very little identity to other U-lineage molecules, it was renamed SAA in both
the family of Salmonidae and in O. mykiss (Lukacs et al., 2010). Due to doubt surrounding the
UAA/SAA molecule in Teleostei only classical class I UBA was included in this report, as it is denoted
as a classical class I molecule across Teleostei. In O. latipes UBA and UAA are highly similar sequences
and BLASTp and tBLASTn with either as query produced identical results. There are no known
residues characteristic for UBA and UAA, therefore it was not possible to distinguish between the
two. To determine the family of the candidates, either B or A, requires further research.
Another possibility is that some of the identified candidates are non-classical MHC class I
genes. Within O. latipes the non-classical class I gene denoted Orla-UHA is well classified. Adding
classical class I gene Orla-UBA and non-classical class I gene Orla-UHA as outgroups unfortunately
does not create clarity regarding which poecilid gene candidates are and are not classical. Orla-UHA
clusters with Orla-UBA suggesting a recent duplication within the O. latipes lineage as opposed to a
gene-distribution rooted deeper in evolution. From the data available for this report, it is not
possible to differentiate between classical and non-classical class I genes.
However, there is a variety of methods available that can aid in differentiating classical and
non-classical genes. Improved genome assemblies would allow for synteny analyses. Synteny
assesses conservation of homologous genes and gene order. A critical characteristic of classical MHC
genes is that they generally reside in regions that contain other important immune-related genes.
Whereas for non-classical genes this is not necessarily the case. In both Danio rerio and O. latipes the
region referred to as the LMP/TAP cluster, containing accessory molecules of the adaptive immune
system, is linked to the MHC class I region (Akiyama et al., 1994; Yamaguchi & Dijkstra, 2019). MHC
class I genes found not to be linked to the LMP/TAP cluster, are unlikely to be classical class I genes.
Additionally, tools such as polymorphism testing and gene expression facilitate differentiation
between classical and non-classical class I genes. These methods can bring the number of class nonclassical and classical MHC genes in Poeciliidae into view.

Evolutionary rate

The results from this report demonstrate that the organization of the MHC region in Teleostei is not
as conventional as previously believed. This may be an indication of accelerated evolution, which
was not further quantified in this report. But the MSA can give some insight. Highly conserved
residues that differ in P. retropinna can be indicative of accelerated evolution. The MSA for UBA
contains multiple gene candidates including P. retropinna. There are no highly conserved regions
where both candidates for P. retropinna differ. Thus, to take this approach, excluding candidates
that turn out to be classical UAA or non-classical genes from the MSA is needed. For class II DAA and
DAB however, the MSA does not contain the noise that results from multiple candidates per species.
Though in the MSA for DAA there is a residue change in X. maculatus and P. retropinna at 132bp.,
there is no conserved residue for which only P. retropinna differs (Figure 6)(Supplementary
information 1.2). The same holds for the MSA of DAB. there is a residue change in X. maculatus and
P. retropinna at 143bp, but there is no conserved residue for which only P. retropinna differs (Figure
7)(Supplementary information 1.3). There are no results that suggest an accelerated evolution of
MHC class II in the placental species P. retropinna. Whether this is the case for MHC class I remains
to be investigated. Besides exploring conserved residues, determining the evolutionary rates of
these genes based on maximum likelihood methods may also give some insight. Continued
investigation into this area of research will be necessary.
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Figure 6; Multiple sequence alignment of orthologs of classical MHC class II α chain gene Orla-DAA. From
100-150bp. Greyed amino acids correspond to the residues either shared, or equivalent from one sequence
to another as defined by the Clustal X program.

Figure 7; Multiple sequence alignment of orthologs of classical MHC class II β chain gene Orla-DAB. From
100-150bp. Greyed amino acids correspond to the residues either shared, or equivalent from one sequence
to another as defined by the Clustal X program.

Rooting the tree

In choosing an outgroup it is important to choose a species that is as close to the ingroup as possible.
However, it is important for the MHC genes to be well characterised within the chosen outgroup. It
is important to have an outgroup that is not at risk of being an ingroup. Additionally, if possible,
multiple outgroups can be used to create a more reliable picture. Initially D. rerio was considered as
an outgroup for the phylogeny as it is closely related to the family of Poeciliidae (Bingulac-Popovic et
al., 1997). However, the MHC genes within D. rerio turned out to be very poorly characterized.
Adding them to the MSA resulted in noise more than it provided clarity. Therefore, other options
were considered. S. salar is especially instrumental since the organization of MHC genes in this
species has been thoroughly characterized. Additionally there is some information on MHC class II
organization available in G. aculeatus (Reusch et al., 2004). Though a thorough analysis of the MHC
organization in G. aculeatus is not available, Gaac-DAB, Gaac-DAA and Gaac-UBA have been
reasonably well identified (Reusch et al., 2004; Schaschl & Wegner, 2007). As such both S. salar and
G. aculeatus were chosen as outgroups to root the phylogeny.

Linkage

All tetrapods and cartilaginous fish studied to date possess a clustered MHC (Ohta et al., 2000). In
contrast, in D. rerio, O. latipes, Cyprinus carpio and S. salar the genomic region of MHC class I is not
linked to that of MHC class II. This suggests dispersed MHC organization in Teleostei (Naruse et al.,
2000). It is hypothesized that the separation of MHC class I and II in Teleostei is the result of a
translocation event (Kuroda et al., 2002). An event in which part of a chromosome breaks of and
reattaches to another chromosome. The findings presented in the results section are in line with the
hypothesis of dispersed MHC organization in teleosts. Synteny is highly conserved within Teleostei,
so these results likely express an ancestral characteristic as opposed to a functional separation of
linkage groups. For both P. reticulata and X. maculatus class I genes are consistently present on
chromosomes different from class II genes. For P. gracilis, P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis genomic
scaffolds have yet to be mapped to chromosomes. Though class I and II genes are consistently on
different scaffolds further work is required to review if these scaffolds map to different
chromosomes. Further research on the genomic assemblies for these species will reveal the location
of MHC I and II genes in context to each other.
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Mapping studies revealed that DAB and DAA reside on the same linkage group in both D.
rerio and O. latipes (Bannai & Nonaka, 2013; Postlethwait et al., 1994). This is consistent with the
results for P. reticulata, P. retropinna and X. maculatus, where DAB and DAA are found near one
another. For P. turrubarensis DAA is found on a different scaffold than the top candidate for DAB.
The top candidate of DAB is only half the length of Orla-DAB. Where the ILD and TMR are expected,
a microsatellite is located. The short read length in sequencing has led the assembly to consist
primarily of short scaffolds. New genome assemblies are required to revaluate the top candidate for
DAB in P. turrubarensis. Additionally, an improved assembly will shed light on linkage of classical
class II genes.
In P. gracilis BLASTp and tBLASTn results were ambiguous. Results for DAB and DAA were
overlapping and could not be disentangled. However, on one scaffold two regions, close in
proximity, are present that contain the PBD, ILD and TMR. As DAB and DAA are known to be linked,
and both regions contain all domains, it is likely that these tBLASTn hits refer to DAB and DAA.
However, the tBLASTn for DAA also finds a region on a second scaffold that contains all domains. It is
unclear what this could be. A possible explanation is heterozygosity of the genome. If a genome is
highly heterozygous the assembly process may report the region in alternative contigs.
Additionally, it is of interest to revaluate the gene model used for genomic annotation.
Genome annotation pipelines such as AUGUSTUS use different sources of input; ab initio gene
prediction, homology-based gene prediction, and information from transcriptome studies based
gene prediction (Keller et al., 2011). However, the generated annotation for P. gracilis is only based
on the former two as RNA-seq data was not available. This reduces the quality of the annotation,
consequently it is of interest to review, and if possible, improve the gene model. Availability of an
improved genomic assembly and annotation could help resolve unclarity surrounding P. gracilis DAB
and DAA.

Conclusion

This study researched structural variation in the MHC genomic region in both lecithotrophic and
placentotrophic species, to explore if any large genomic changes in this region may underly the
evolution of placentation. The results from this report are in line with previous findings in other
Teleostei. Firstly, the results are in line with the hypothesized dispersed MHC organization in
Teleostei. Secondly the phylogeny for MHC class I revealed multiple recent duplications attesting to
the dynamic nature of the MHC class I genomic region. This report was not adequately exhaustive to
allow in depth comparison of the MHC between species of the family Poeciliidae. However, in P.
retropinna, a species with a complex placenta, MHC genes were identified for both class I and II
without any surprises. This illustrates that there are no large MHC modifications underlying
placentation. Additionally, for MHC class II, no P. retropinna specific amino acid changes were found
for highly conserved residues. The results do not exclude the possibility of an accelerated evolution
process, but further research is needed. Especially in MHC class I genes the phylogeny is more
complex and not fully in line with the species phylogeny. Quantifying the evolutionary rate at a
molecular level can give further insight.
This report revealed the MHC genomic regions are difficult to identify and characterize
despite the availability of genomic assemblies of reasonable quality. Though previous research has
uncovered an unconventional MHC organization in Teleostei, the extent of variation present in these
species seems to be beyond expectation. This report highlights the Poecilid MHC as an area of
interest for further research. Though the genomic assemblies and annotations left a lot to be
desired, they do illustrate what we can uncover with currently available data and what requires
assemblies and annotation of enhanced quality. This thesis was able to lay the first stone in
identifying and characterising MHC genes in both placentotrophic and lecithotrophic species of the
family Poeciliidae. As such it provides a basis for further work on the independent evolution of
placentation.
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SI 1; Multiple sequence alignments
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SI figure 1.1; Multiple sequence alignment of ortholog candidates of classical MHC class I gene Orla-UBA. Greyed amino acids correspond to the residues either shared, or
equivalent from one sequence to another as defined by the Clustal X program.
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SI figure 1.2; Multiple sequence alignment of orthologs of classical MHC class II α chain gene Orla-DAA. Greyed amino acids correspond to the residues either shared, or
equivalent from one sequence to another as defined by the Clustal X program.
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SI figure 1.3; Multiple sequence alignment of orthologs of classical MHC class II β chain gene Orla-DAB. Greyed amino acids correspond to the residues either shared, or
equivalent from one sequence to another as defined by the Clustal X program.
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SI 2; Data management plan

Data management plan belonging to the MSc thesis performed at the Animal Breeding and
Genomics Group by Linda Meijering, completed in 07/12/2021.
Agreements
1. The data used in this thesis project have been described in this document and have been
stored in a systematic manner (at least in separate folders for all sections as described
below). Data includes all data as mentioned in the results section of your report.
2. The data management plan has been discussed with the MSc thesis supervisor and he/she
has agreed on the location for data storage.
3. The data, results and script files can be found through Hendrik-Jan Megens
(hendrik-jan.megens@wur.nl). The script files were also uploaded to a git repository
(https://git.wur.nl/linda.meijering/poecilia_project.git), Hendrik-Jan Megens has access to
this git repository.

Software versions
-

InterProScan-5.52-86.0
EMBOSS-6.6.0
AUGUSTUS-7.2.0
GUIDANCE-2.02
BLAST+/2.2.28
TMPred-1.1

Section A - Data
Directory names
Species

Contents
Organized per species
Assembly files
Annotation files

Gene_candidates

Folders per Oryzias latipes
gene containing fasta files for
each gene candidate.

Received from
Assembly and annotation
files were obtained from
Henri van Kruistum or
Ensembl.org
Ensemble.org for
Xiphophorus maculatus
and Poecilia reticulata.
Poeciliopsis retropinna,
Poeciliopsis turrubarensis
and Poeciliopsis gracilis
were retrieved from
annotation files.

On date
22-4-20201

18-06-2021

Section B – scripts
File names
nodots.py
samtools_protein_of_interest_species.sh

Created in
June 2021
June 2021

gffread_species.sh

June, 2021

species_blastdb.sh

June, 2021

species_blastp.sh

June, 2021

species_tblastn.sh

June, 2021

IP_scan.sh

June, 2021
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Remarks
Python script that removes dots.
Bash script that extracts transcripts of
interest from sequence files.
Bash script that extracts transcript
sequences from gff files.
Bash script that creates a BLAST
database required to perform blasts.
Bash script that runs a protein-toprotein sequence BLAST.
Bash script that runs a protein to
nucleotide sequence BLAST.
Bash script that runs InterProScan

Graphical_overview_scaffold_nmbr.py

July, 2021

Aug_genpred.sh

Augustus,2021

Blastouput2gff.sh

September, 2021

Python script for graphical overview of
BLASTp, tBLASTn and annotation per
scaffold
Runs AUGUSTUS with hints form
tBLASTn results.
Converts .txt BLAST output to .gff.

Section C – Results
Directory
names
Blasts

File names

Created in
(month, year)
March, 2021

Gene_species_tblastn_results.txt
Gene_species_blastp_results.txt
Species_scaffold.py

IP_scan

IP-scan_nbmr_candidates_results.json

May, 2021

Alignments

gene_candidates.mas
Guidance_uba_input.fa
Guidance_MSA_UBA_93.fa

September,
2021

Phylogeny

Guidance_gene_bootstrap_branchlength.
xtg

December,
2021
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Remarks
Contains BLASTp and tBLASTn
results in text format.
Contains python script that
creates a graphical
representation of results for
Poeciliopsis retropinna and
Poeciliopsis turrubarensis.
Contains InterProScan
results.
Contains multiple sequence
alignments for UBA, DAA and
DAB. Also contains input and
output files for GUIDANCE
server.
Includes the phylogenies as
presented in the report
format. Figure 2, 3 and 4 as in
the report.

